Replication – The most elegant and affordable solution
For disaster recovery
The Business Threat
Business Continuance (BC) and Disaster Recovery (DR) are of paramount importance
in today’s storage industry. Increased awareness of outages, Business globalization
and workflows, Storage Consolidation, Regulation and Compliance imposed by
Government are some of the major factors driving Businesses towards incorporating
robust

and

reliable

DR

strategies.

The

Solution:

Remote

Replication
Various

factors

have

to

be

considered while architecting a
DR

solution.

Service

Level

Agreements (SLA) along with
tolerable

Recovery

Point

Objective (RPO) and Recovery
Time Objective (RTO) are the
key

factors

planning.

influencing

the

Remote Replication

essentially comes in two flavors:
1) Synchronous Replication:
Here

the

recovery

site

Figure 1: High availability with synchronous replication

moves lockstep with the production site and offers best RPO. But it is very

costly to implement. Distance is a challenge for Synchronous Replication. Beyond
tens

of

miles,

the

delays

and

latencies

incurred

renders

the

solution

impracticable.
2) Asynchronous Replication: This is the most preferred and feasible alternative
for replication over long distances, where the binding parameters are not
stringent enough and allows relaxed RPO.
•

While planning for DR, it is very important to consider the affordability, ease,
robustness, reliability and manageability that a particular solution offers.

StorTrends Remote Replication Suite
Synchronous Replication
StorTrends offers the ultimate in flexibility and performance when it comes to
disaster

recovery

and

business

continuance.

Remote

Synchronous

Replication is implemented
on the target stack. This
imposes no burden on the
application servers and is
transparent

to

the

SAN

initiators.

Setting

up

a

complete

mirror-recovery

site requires just a few
clicks of the mouse and in
seconds

the

entire

production server storage
configuration is duplicated

Figure 2: Replication wizard for configuring StorTrends
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on the recovery site storage server. Thereafter, initial resynchronization is
automatically started.

StorTrends keeps track of written blocks at a very fine

granularity, and replicates just those blocks instead of the entire volume. By its very

nature, most Synchronous Replication setups protect organizations against physical
site disasters. Logical data errors
(like

viruses

erasures)

are

and
not

accidental
handled

by

synchronous replication.
Due

to

inline

nature

of

Synchronous Replication, latency
plays a very big factor in its
viability.

Traditional

Copy-On-

Write (COW) snapshots introduce
sizable latencies to almost rule it
out

as

a

workable

solution.

StorTrends, with its Near-CDP
snapshots

and

Figure 3: StorTrends Synchronous Replication

Redirect-On-

Write architecture (with negligible latencies),
allows creating closely spaced snapshots. These low latency snapshots can be
scheduled independently at the production and recovery sites.

This feature allows

StorTrends to offer unmatched flexibility and protection against both physical
disasters and logical data corruptions.

StorTrends Advantage
¾ Affordable to setup
¾ Fine – grained synchronization
¾ Bi-directional replication up to 64 volumes
¾ Only necessary data is replicated across power failures
and link outages.
¾ Low-latency snapshots in production and recovery sites
¾ Tools to validate replication integrity
¾ Link split/join control

¾ Support for Failover and Fail-back
¾ Extensive monitoring and manageability

StorTrends Asynchronous Replication
StorTrends

comes

with

an

extensive

support

for

Asynchronous

or

Periodic

Replication.
This feature is offered in two different flavors:
¾

Snap Assisted Replication (SAR)

¾

Journal Assisted Replication (JAR)

Figure 4: StorTrends snapshot-assisted replication

Snap Assisted Replication
StorTrends servers offer a very innovative and feature-rich periodic replication suite
called Snap-Assisted-Replication (SAR). This form of replication is used where
Service Level Agreement (SLA) permits the administrator to have a relaxation in
Recovery

Point

Objective

(RPO),

and

Business

economics

does

not

permit

synchronous replication. Based on Redirect-On-Write (ROW), this stack provides
Near-CDP snapshots. Here, storage capacity is provisioned via a very space-efficient
three-level capacity allocation map, which allows hundreds of snapshots to be
created in the most capacity-efficient fashion. Inherent thin-provisioned allocation of

snapshot space does not necessitate any capacity planning and manual reservation
of space for snapshots. This innovation in snapshot technology allows StorTrends to
render industries most efficient (and easily manageable) Asynchronous Replication,
with minimal RPO. After the initial snapshot replication, subsequent snapshot
replications uses delta-snapshot mount to guarantee minimal transfer updates to the
recovery site, mirroring only differences between subsequent snapshots instead of
the entire snapshot. Multi-level link scheduling enables StorTrends to transfer data
efficiently across the IP link.

Built-in smarts in the stack permits the replication

module to intelligently skip snapshots when the lag exceeds threshold due to
excessive I/O load on the Production Server. The replication data from fine-grained
delta-snapshots are optionally further compressed to push out minimal data packets
over the link.

Depending on the load in the system, the compression algorithm

varies the depth of compression to ensure most optimal balance between the CPU
and Link utilization. A background patrol task can be scheduled that checks the
correctness of replication by using CRCC validation across the two sites.

This

provides additional insurance without consume any additional link bandwidth. Unlike
most of the present day Storage-servers, StorTrends offer intuitive wizards to assist
in Fail-over, fail-back and rollback in the event of a disaster.

Delta snaps
In Snap assisted replication, always only the difference between the old and new
snapshot is replicated to the secondary – essentially these are the new data written
during the new snapshots life cycle. These delta data between the snapshots will be
written directly to the volume on the secondary and once all delta data for a
particular snapshot are replicated, a snapshot will be taken on the recovery site. The
snapshots in the secondary are essential to provide recovery points. In the event of
a failover, the active volume in the secondary cannot be used as it may have some
snapshot data that is NOT fully consistent. On a failover to secondary system, the
ITX will automatically rollback to the latest available snapshot in the secondary. This
provides a consistent image to start with upon a failover in the secondary system.

Figure 5: Snap Assisted Replication

Snap assisted replication of NAS volumes
Snap assisted replication is also supported on top of NAS volumes. The NAS snap
scheduler should be used to take consistent snaps for NAS volumes. Replication will
be done only on consistent snapshots taken using the scheduler. Unlike SAN
volumes, NAS volume replication requires additional configuration replication to
secondary system.

This configuration includes, share configuration and user

database. Share configuration replication is handled by periodically transferring the
shares in the primary system to the secondary whenever a snapshot replication is
done. However, the share configuration replicated will be the configuration that is
available during the time of replication and not the one at the time the snap was
created in the primary system. In the secondary system, this configuration will be
maintained in a temporary location. When the next snapshot is replicated, it will be
overwritten with the new configuration from the primary system.

This temporary

share configuration will be merged with the original configuration during a Failover.
User database is handled in a different way.

If ADS / NIS users are used in the

primary system, then administrator is requested to configure the secondary system
also with the same ADS / NIS configurations. This will ensure that, in the event of a
failover, the secondary system will provide the same access permissions for the ADS
/ NIS users as mentioned by the configured ACLs. Alternately, if local users are used,
then it is the responsibility of the administrator to create same users / groups – with

same UID / GID in both the systems.

However, usage of ADS / NIS for user /

groups is recommended. For simplicity and easy manageability, only one-one
configuration is supported for NAS volume replication, ie) one or many NAS volumes
from primary system (A) can be replicated to similar volumes in secondary system
(B).

The secondary system (B) cannot participate with any other primary /

secondary for NAS replication. However, both systems (A) & (B) can have
independent volumes that are not replicated.

Journal Assisted Replication (JAR)
An overview
JAR uses Journaling method by staging the data in a rolling log and is thereby is
more tolerant to link speed disparities or communication outages. Every I/O has to
be replicated out in the same sequence it arrives at the Production site in order to
ensure application consistency. This write-order-fidelity is normally ensured by timestamping incoming I/Os and transferring them out maintaining their chronological
dependence.

Figure 5: StorTrends Journal-assisted replication

StorTrends implements a very I/O efficient Journaling Module that registers with
cache to configure the flow In the I/O path.

This allows Journaling module to

Implement Zero-Memory-Copy transactions and coexist with other replication
agencies (e.g. Synchronous Replication). Residing at the very core of the I/O stack,
this module forms the nucleus of Continuous Data Technology (CDT). This granular
and chronologically ordered I/O streams can be interfaced with different CDT
agencies to provide Continuous Data Protection (CDP), Continuous Data Replication
(CDR), Continuous Data Imaging (CDI) etc.

JAR is one such agent of the Journal

Module that implements CDR.
The JAR module is essentially an application layer that registers with the Journal
Module as a client and replicates data out to the Recovery site according to an
administrator defined schedule. Data is sent out with meta-data information to the
remote site so that the Recovery server may also maintain its own CDP log and/or
create snapshots.
Once JAR is enabled and is in action, it faithfully replicates every incoming I/O to the
recovery site allowing a continuous spectrum of recovery points. However, if there is
a big disparity between the incoming and outgoing rates, then the Journal size
increases and eventually a situation may arrive when the journal will overflow and
the replication can not proceed.

As seen from the diagram, simple flow control

strategies are implemented by the stack to throttle the incoming pipe to mitigate this
effect. If this first level of defense fails due to, say, extended periods of link failure
then JAR agent seamlessly migrates to Snap Assisted Replication. There are other
instances like Journal file failure, Volume Rollback etc. which also cause this
transition.

Eventually, over time, when the Journal catches up again, a reverse

transition brings it back to JAR. Elaborate instrumentations are provided for
monitoring and controlling the JAR operations.

For example, a Journal can be

manually stopped to push out the replication to SAR.

Journal and Journal Files
Journal is a storage pool created using logical drives (LD). One or more Journal Files
are created in a Journal. Each Journal File represents a Consistency Group (CG).
Consistency Group is nothing but a group of related volumes which work together to
carter storage for database or similar application.
Journaling provides a mechanism to log main volumes’ (part of a CG) IO sequentially

into Journal File. Along with volumes’ IO, it also journals Snapshot events, Windows
events and Custom events in chronological order. StorTrends iTX supports upto a
maximum of 8 Journals and 64 Journal Files.

Some Terminologies
Consistency groups
The concept of consistency groups on Snap assisted replication (and also Journal
assisted replication) provides a mechanism to group application dependent volumes.
Application aware consistent snapshots can be scheduled (for e.g. through VSS for
SAN volumes and Snap scheduler for NAS volumes) to be taken at the same time on
the dependent volumes, thereby ensuring consistent recovery points in the primary.
When such volumes are grouped through Consistency Groups while defining Snap
assisted replication, replication will also happen across consistent snapshots. Snap
Assisted Replication module will ensure that it completes replicating all snaps in a
particular snap group, before it starts with the next snapshot. No snapshot taken at
a later time T1 will be replicated, until the prior snapshot taken at time T0 on all
volumes are replicated and snapshots for time T0 on all volumes are replicated in the
secondary.

Similarly, on a failover to secondary, all volumes in the consistency

group are rolled back to the same snap group there by maintaining application
consistency across all the volumes.

Replication scheduling
In general, Snap assisted replication will be used in disaster recovery solutions where
one of the main constraints is the cost of link between the primary and secondary
system. The link may not be available all the time and there always may be a
requirement to use the link in a leased fashion. In such scenarios, the Snap assisted
replication module can be configured to do the replication only during predetermined schedules.

When configured, replication will happen during the

schedules and when delta-snap data are available.

If the schedule completes and

even if delta-snaps are available, replication will NOT happen, until the next schedule
slot.

Failover
Failover is a process by which a PASSIVE system (B) is made as ACTIVE in the event
of a irrecoverable failure of the ACTIVE system (A). During a Failover operation, the
PASSIVE system (B) will rollback to the latest available snapshot – snap group
across all volumes.

After a failover the PASSIVE box (B) will become ACTIVE.

If

volume is of type SAN, the iSCSI initiator can connect to the volumes in the
Consistency group and start performing I/Os.

NAS volumes will be mounted and

shares will be made available after a Failover from the newly ACTIVE system (B).

Failback join
Failback join is a process by which the old ACTIVE system (A) joins with the new
ACTIVE system (B) after a failover. The old ACTIVE system (A) will become PASSIVE
and starts receiving snapshots from the new ACTIVE system (B). In such scenarios,
the most recent matching snap group is identified across old ACTIVE (A) and new
ACTIVE (B) and snap assisted replication starts from that point onwards from the
new ACTIVE (B) to old ACTIVE (A).

Failback
Failback is a process in which the current PASSIVE system (A) regains ACTIVE role
from current ACTIVE system (B).

Sometimes the administrator might prefer to

recover the new PASSIVE to ACTIVE after a Failover due to administrative reasons.
This normally happens after a failback join and after all snapshots in the ACTIVE
system (B) are replicated to PASSIVE system (A). After Failback, the system (A) will
become ACTIVE and system (B) will become PASSIVE.

Volumes will be exported

from system (A) for normal IO (SAN volumes) or as Shares (NAS volumes). Snap
assisted replication will happen from ACTIVE system (A) to PASSIVE system (B).
Failback is an identical reverse operation of Failover and all the steps mentioned in
Failover are done during a Failback.

Consistency group rollback

In the event of an unforeseen incident, the administrator might be required to
rollback the volumes in the consistency group.

By nature of Consistency group

definition, rollback can happen only across all volumes and NOT alone on individual
volumes.

There are two scenarios during a consistency group rollback. Rollback

happens to a snap group at time T(x+n), while replication is currently happening on
snap group at time T(x), where T(x+n) > T(x) – rollback is happening to future
snapshot than what is currently replicated. This scenario will NOT affect replication.
Replication will continue to happen without any impact as the rollback is not
happening around the replication snap group time. In another scenario, rollback
might happen to a snap group at time T(x-n) while replication is currently happening
on snap group at time T(x) – rollback is happening to a past snapshot that what is
currently replicated. This indicates that the disaster is also replicated to the remote
and hence, the remote is also affected. The only solution is to rollback the remote as
well to the consistent point T(x-n). So, both ACTIVE and PASSIVE systems will
rollback to the snap group at time T(x-n) and replication will start from there. But,
there could be situations that the remote snap group at time T(x-n) may NOT be
available – could have been deleted by an automatic schedule. In this scenario, the
system will do one of the following operations:

¾

First it will try to find matching most recent snap group across ACTIVE
and PASSIVE.

If available, then the PASSIVE will be rolled back to the

matching snap group and replication will start from there.

¾

If no matching snap groups present that is safe (out of disaster), then
there is no way the replication can continue with given parameters. In
such scenarios, the PASSIVE volume data will be wiped out and
replication will start from the beginning.

StorTrends SAR Advantage
¾ Easy to deploy
¾ Affordable, robust and reliable
¾ Provides best RPO based on Near – CDP Snapshots
¾ Provides fastest RTO based on ROW Snapshots
¾ Mutli-level scheduling of snapshots
¾ Minimal Link Bandwidth utilization with Delta-snapshots
and Adaptive Compression
¾ Support for upto 64 Consistency groups
¾ NAS and SAN replication over IP
¾ Tunable replication priority
¾ SAR Management and Monitoring Wizard
¾ Wizard for Failover/Failback and Rollback
¾ Built-in SAR integrity test tool
¾ Tools to validate replication integrity

¾ Support for Failover and Fail-back
¾ Extensive monitoring and manageability
StorTrends JAR Advantage
¾ Supports up to 64 consistency groups and Journal Volumes
¾ Journal volumes are extendible online and on the fly
¾ Extensive instrumentations for monitoring and control
¾ Supports both continuous and periodic replications
¾ Seamless migration between various modes of replications
¾ Optionally encrypts data for secure data transfer
¾ Offers Link level scheduling
¾ Flexible path configuration for performance enhancements

Synchronous Replication & High Availability User Guide
Navigating within ManageTrends

Figure 1: Navigating the ManageTrends Tree

Synchronous Replication and High Availability pair
creation
The following screenshot shows the steps involved in creating synchronous
replication & high availability pair using the replication wizard.
Step 1. The first step involves logging in to the primary node’s ManageTrends and
going to the replication tab. It is assumed here that the primary volume and targets
have already been created; also the primary portal must have been activated. Select
“Remote Replication” as the replication type Specify the secondary nodes IP address,
user name and the password in this screen and click next.

Figure 2: Replication Wizard

Step 2. Select the volume type as “SAN”. In the case of Synchronous Replication
pair creation, select “Synchronous” as the replication type. In the case of High
Availability pair creation, select “High Availability” as the replication type. The
secondary volume could have been pre-created and the targets added and enabled.
It is also possible to create a new volume and targets for secondary with the wizard.
The following screen shows selection of replication pairs to be created. Multiple
replication pairs could be created using a single wizard. The secondary volumes could
be selected from the pull-down menu of the list of volumes that match primary
volume’s size (or) a new volume can be created as shown below.
proceed to the next step based on the options selected, click next.

In order to

Figure 3: Replication Wizard – Selection of Synchronous Replication Pairs

Figure 4: Replication Wizard – Selection of High Availability Pairs

Step 3. If a new volume creation option has been selected, the new container and
new volume have to be configured – these steps are illustrated in the screenshots
below.

Figure 5: Replication Wizard – Creation of Remote Container

Figure 6: Replication Wizard – Creation of Remote Volume and Target

Step 4. The final parameter to be selected is the resync priority. This is selected as
shown below.

Figure 7: Replication Wizard – resync priority

Finally the summary screen is shown. Upon clicking the finish button the replication
pairs are created one by one. Please allow a few seconds for the replication pairs to
be created and the screen to refresh itself with the replication pairs.
A sample CLI command for creation of Synchronous replication pair is shown below:
[root@ITX0030488657ee ~]# cli create -l StoragePool1_SANVolume1 -r
Storage1_SecReplSANVolume1 -i 172.16.70.167 -m 172.16.70.77 -d sync -t
iqn.1991-10.com.ami
:itx0030488422eedaa8:mtarget -p 50 syncreplica

Success.

Synchronous Replication and High Availability pair
details

Figure 8: Synchronous Replication details

Figure 9: High Availability Pair details

Synchronous Replication and High Availability pair
deletion
The deletion of replication pair is done by clicking on the delete button in the primary
node. This button is disabled by default in the secondary node. In case the
replication pair has become disconnected and there is a need to delete the
replication, CLI delete command must be used with the force flag enabled.

Figure 10: Synchronous Replication pair view

Figure 11: High Availability pair view

A sample CLI command for deletion of Synchronous replication pair is shown below:
[root@ITX0030488657ee
syncreplica

~]#

cli

delete

-l

StoragePool1_SANVolume1

Success.

Split operation and Replication tab status
Split operation is performed from the primary node using the split button in
ManageTrends on CLI command. The following screenshot shows the result of a split
operation. The connection mode “Manual” refers to a split replication pair. It can also
be seen that the capacity out-of-sync is non-zero now, as compared to the previous
screenshot. This is because the application I/Os are not replicated and they are
tabbed locally when the replication is split.

Figure 12: Split Replication and Tab Status

A sample CLI command for displaying status and split operation of Synchronous
replication pair is shown below:

[root@ITX0030488657ee
syncreplica

~]#

cli

get

-l

StoragePool1_SANVolume1

Replication pair details:
*************************
Primary Container

: StoragePool1

Primary Volume

: SANVolume1

Secondary Container

: Storage1

Secondary Volume

: SecReplSANVolume1

Volume Size in Provisions : 18432
Volume Size in GB

: 18

Replication role

: Primary

Epoch Number

: 0

Connection status

: Remote Unreachable

Resync priority

: 50

Replication mode

: Synchronous

Remote host name/IP

: 172.16.70.77

Remote
target
name
10.com.ami:itx0030488422eedaa8:mtarget
Remote initiator name

:

iqn.1991-

: iqn.1997-05.com.cisco.01.30488422ee

Success.
[root@ITX0030488657ee ~]# cli list -c StoragePool1 syncreplica
Number of volume pairs in this container: 1
DDF details for entry [0]
****************************
Primary Container

: StoragePool1

Primary Volume

: SANVolume1

Secondary Container

: Storage1

Secondary Volume

: SecReplSANVolume1

Volume Size in Provisions : 18432

Volume Size in GB

: 18

Replication role

: Primary

Epoch Number

: 0

Connection status

: Remote Unreachable

Resync priority

: 50

Replication mode

: Synchronous

Remote host name/IP

: 172.16.70.77

Remote
target
name
10.com.ami:itx0030488422eedaa8:mtarget
Remote initiator name

:

iqn.1991-

: iqn.1997-05.com.cisco.01.30488422ee

Success.
[root@ITX0030488657ee
syncreplica

~]#

cli

split

-l

StoragePool1_SANVolume1

Success.

Join operation and Resync progress
Join operation is clicking on the join button in the primary node of a split replication
pair. Once this is done the replication resumes and the out-of-sync percentage starts
going down till it becomes fully in-sync and out-of-sync percentage becomes 0.

Figure 13: Join Replication and Resync Progress

A sample CLI command for join operation of Synchronous replication pair is shown
below:
[root@ITX0030488657ee
syncreplica

~]#

cli

join

-l

StoragePool1_SANVolume1

Success.

Failover operation
Failover operation is done by clicking on the failover button in the original secondary
node. Once the failover completes the replication role in the original secondary
becomes primary.

Figure 14: Synchronous Replication Failover – Before Failover in Original Secondary

Figure 15: Synchronous Replication Failover – After Failover in Original Secondary

A sample CLI command for failover operation of Synchronous replication pair is
shown below:

[root@ITX0030488422ee
~]#
cli
Storage1_SANVolume1 syncreplica

perform

-t

failover

-l

Success.

Failback operation
Failback operation is done by clicking on the failback button in the original primary
node. Once the failback completes the replication role in the original primary node
becomes primary from secondary.

Figure 16: Synchronous Replication Failback – Before Failback in Original Primary

Figure 17: Synchronous Replication Failback – After Failback in Original Primary

A sample CLI command for failback operation of Synchronous replication pair is
shown below:
[root@ITX0030488657ee
~]#
cli
Storage1_SecReplSANVolume1 syncreplica

Success.

perform

-t

failback

-l

Snap Assisted Replication User guide
Navigating with ManageTrends

Wizard Approach
The following screenshot shows the steps involved in creating SAN Snapshot based
replication pair using the replication wizard.
Step 1. The first step involves logging in to the ManageTrends of the primary node
and going to the replication tab in the tree view. It is assumed here that the primary
volume and targets have already been created, and the primary portal has been
activated. Now specify the secondary node IP address, user name and the password
in this screen and click next.

Figure 1: SAR Creation Wizard – Selection of Replication servers.

Step 2. The next step involves selecting the volume type either NAS or SAN,
selecting the replication type i.e. Snap Assisted. Select the primary and secondary
storage pool and the primary volumes participating in the replication and click next.

Figure 2: SAR Creation Wizard – Selection of Replication pairs.

Step 3. The next step gives the user an option to either select the existing Storage
Pool or creates a new Storage Pool for the replication. Click next to proceed further.

Figure 3: SAR Creation Wizard – Selection of Storage Pool.

Step 4. The next step involves creation of the volumes and volume targets on the
secondary side. The user also has the option to specify the provision type i.e.
Thin/Exact for the volumes. Click next for volume creation to begin.

Figure 4: SAR Creation Wizard – Creation of secondary volumes

Step 5. This step involves configuring the replication specific parameters.
1. Specify a CG name.
2. Specify the resync priority. This is expressed as a percentage.
3. Specify the maximum snapshots to be maintained per volume on the secondary
side.
4. Enable encryption or compression based on user requirement. For compression,
select the compression level (1- 9).

Figure 5: SAR Creation Wizard – Configuring replication parameters

Step 6. This page shows the summary of the replication pairs and its parameters for
the user to confirm before actual creation of the replication pair. Click finish to create
the replication pair.

Figure 6: SAR Creation Wizard – Preview and Confirm.

Replication . . .

Figure 7: SAR view – Primary Box.

Figure 8: SAR view – Secondary Box.

SAR – Configuring the Schedule
1. To configure the schedule for replication, click on the “Edit” button shown in the
following figure. Continue to set the schedule either for a specific time and day.
The default schedule is [All the time – Everyday].
2. After selecting the required parameters, Click on “Add Schedule” to persist it.

Figure 9: Configuring Schedules

3. To remove an existing schedule, select the schedule from the schedule
information Box and click on “Remove Schedule”.

Figure 10: Removing Schedules

Failover Operation
1. Go to the SAR page in the secondary box and click on the “Failover” button. After
this Role in the secondary changes to Primary.
Note: Failover should be always done only in the original secondary box.

Figure 11: Before Failover Operation in Secondary Box

Figure12: After Failover Operation in Secondary Box.

Failback Join Operation
1. Go to the SAR page in the acting primary (original secondary) box and click on
the “Failback Join” button. After this the Role in the orginal Primary box changes
to secondary.
Note: Failback Join operation can be done only in the acting primary
(original secondary) box.

Figure13: Before Failback join Operation in Primary (Original Secondary) Box.

Figure14: After Failback Join Operation in Primary (Original Secondary) Box.

Figure15: After Failback Join Operation in Secondary (Original Primary) Box.

After Failback Join operation both the boxes again becomes ready for replication.
Now the replication happens from the original secondary to the original primary.

Failback Operation
1. Go to the SAR page in the secondary (Original Primary) box and click on the
“Failback” button.
Note: Failback should be always done only in the original primary box.

Figure16: Before Failback Operation in Secondary (Original Primary) Box.

Figure17: After Failback Operation in Secondary (Original Primary) Box.

Figure18: After Failback Operation in Primary (Original Secondary) Box.

Deleting the SAR pair
1. The user can delete the SAR pair by clicking the “Delete” button (Highlighted
below in Figure).

Figure19: Deletion of SAR pair

Journal Management
&
Journal Assisted Replication User guide
Journal and Journal File
Journal is a storage pool created using logical drives (LD). One or more Journal Files
are created in a Journal. Each Journal File represents a Consistency Group (CG).
Consistency Group is nothing but a group of related volumes which work together to
carter storage for database or similar application.
Journaling provides a mechanism to log main volumes’ (part of a CG) IO sequentially
into Journal File. Along with volumes’ IO, it also journals Snapshot events, Windows
events and Custom events in chronological order. Thus Journal is a backbone for
both Journal Assisted Asynchronous Replication (also called as Continuous Data
Replication) and Continuous Data Protection.

Creating a Journal
Journal is creating using one or more Logical Drives. Each Journal requires a name.
CLI: A Journal can be created using ITX 2.7 CLI interface.
For example: cli create -t journal -j journal0 -l /dev/sdc journal
Where –j option is the Journal name and –l option is for LD name. –l option can be
repeated for as many LDs for a Journal.
ManageTrends: Under RAID Management, select appropriate enclosure where LDs
are exists. Then click ‘Create Journal’.

In Create Journal Page, one or more LDs have to be selected. Enter a name for
Journal and proceed to creation.

Once a Journal is created, a separate node will be created under ‘Storage/Journal’.
Select this node to manage this Journal. Used space and Available space can be seen
here.

Next is to create Journal File. Click ‘Create Journal File’ button to proceed further to
create a Journal File.

Creating a Journal File
Journal File is always associated with a Consistency Group. It means, Journal File is
associated with one or more volumes for which Journaling will be perform on this
Journal File.

As shown above, select a Storage Pool and select a list of volume from that storage
pool, for which Journaling is preferred. Enter Journal File Capacity by the unit of GB.
On successful creation of Journal File, a node will be created under the Journal.
Select the node to mange this Journal File.

Journaling (logging IO), happens only after a snapshot is created for the CG. Any IO
happened between two snapshot will be logged into Journal with one leading snap
event and one trailing snap event. Thus any IO logged in Journal is easily identified
by associating with a base snapshot.
Refer ‘Snapshot Schedule’ User Guide to configure snapshot interval and other
advance parameter.
Using Journal File, both CDP and Journal Assisted Replication (JAR) can be
performed. This document further explains about JAR.
CLI: A Journal File can be created using ITX 2.7 CLI interface.
For example: cli create -t journal –f journalfile0 –c StoragePool1 –v
privol0 –v privol1 –z 10 -j journal0 journal

Where, –f option is for Journal File name, -c option is for container name, -v option
is for volume name and –j option is for Journal name. –v option can be repeated for
as many volumes for a Journal File. –z option is used to specify Journal File Size.

Journal Assisted Replication
With respect to management, JAR is same as Snap Assisted Replication. JAR too
supports Failover, Fail back and Rollback etc. In JAR, it replicates the IO from the
Journal File instead of Snapshot. As mentioned earlier, IOs are logged into journal
with a snapshot event as base. It means, all IOs that happened between two
snapshots are logged sequentially into Journal File with leading and trailing snap
event. Hence replicating all IOs from between such two snap event has similar effect
of replicating data between two snapshots of a volume. JAR is preferred over SAR
when Recovery Point Objective (RPO) has to be very minimal. JAR also provides
another benefit with compare to SAR. In JAR, remote volume can be in-sync with
Primary volume. SAR always relies on volume’s snapshot in order to replicate data.
Unless snapshots are created continuously, SAR replication cannot happen. Hence,
the remote volume always at least lags to Primary volume by a time last snapshot is
created in Primary Volume. In JAR, since replication happened by the same order at

which IOs happened to Primary volume, even the last IO replicated to Secondary is
valid. JAR does not need a closing snapshot in secondary in order to access
Secondary volume.

Create Journal Assisted Replication (JAR)
In order to create JAR, Journal File must have been already created. All the volumes
(and only those volumes) used to create Journal File should be used to create JAR.
Thus Consistency Group is not broken. Select ‘Replication\Asynchronous’ note to
proceed to Replication Wizard

From Replication Wizard, select ‘Remote Replication’, choose remote IP address with
proper credential as shown as below.

In next page, A) select replication type as ‘Journal Assisted’. B) Select Journal File
from the list C) Select all volumes associated with the Journal File. Note that JAR
does not replicate NAS volume. It can replicate only a SAN volume.

Remote Storage Pool and volume can be either already existing or can be created
now freshly. Note the Journal File in remote is not required.

Edit default parameters for remote volume as shown below and continue.

Optionally, replication data can be encrypted. Select ‘Encryption’ option if desired.
Maximum number of snapshot that has to be maintained in remote volume can be
controlled by specifying at ‘Maximum Snapshot per volume’. Give a name for this
JAR in ‘Consistency group name’ field.

Review the desired configuration in the last page and select ‘Finish’ to proceed to JAR
creation as shown below.

Once JAR is created, it will be listed under ‘Replication/Asynchronous/Journal
Assisted’. Select this node to manage JAR. Replication can be scheduled here.

One of the important information that can be seen here is, ‘Current Replication
Type’. In JAR, replication can be either from Journal File (‘Journal Based’) or from
DVM Snapshot (‘Snapshot based’).
In JAR, the source data is always from the Journal File unless Journal File overflow,
Journal failure (due to LD failure), unclean shutdown, CG Rollback happens. When
JAR cannot rely on Journal, it will rely on Snapshot for Source data and change the
current replication type to 'Snapshot based' from 'Journal based'.
Journal File acts as a circular buffer. Journal File overflow happens when new IO
overwrites the existing IO that has not been yet replication. When this happens, JAR
will use Snapshot data until it can safely rely on Journal File for replication.
Journal Failure can happen if underlying LD is failed. If the Journal File is failed, then
JAR will rely on Snapshots to replicate IO.
Unclean Shutdown will cause IO inconsistency between DVM volume and Journal
logged IO. In such cases, JAR will safely ignore IOs that had been logged between
unclean shutdown and a snapshot previous to unclean shutdown. Once the affected
region is replicated through DVM snapshot, it will try to fallback on Journal File.
When a CG rollback happens, all IOs in journal may be invalidated. In such cases, it
will rely on snapshot.
When JAR is in ‘Snapshot mode’, it will check journal file upon completion of each
snapshot based replication to see weather it can fall back to Journal based
replication. Journal based replication can be done only when a snapshot event is
exists (in Journal File) for a completed snapshot. If so, JAR can replicate IO from the
completed snapshot event and change its replication mode to ‘Journal based’.

Once JAR is created, further JAR management like Fail Over, Fail Back Join, Fail
Back, Roll Back, etc are all similar to SAR management. Refer Snapshot Replication
user guide

CLI: A JAR can be created using ITX 2.7 CLI interface.
For example: cli create -t jar –n jar0 –f 0 –a StoragePool1 –l privol0 –l
privol1 –i 172.16.70.60 –s RemotePool0 –r SecReplVol0 –r SecReplVol1

-

m 172.16.70.84 –p 25 –z 24 –e asyncreplica
Where, -t represents Replication type <jar>, -n represents name of the JAR (or
CG), -a represents local container, -l represents local volume, -i represents local
IP, -s represents remote container, -r represents remote volume name, -m
represents remote IP, -z represents maximum snapshot that can be maintained in
remote replication and –e represents encryption (optional).
For detail list of CLI command, refer ITX 2.7 CLI User Guide.

